
 

     TOY STORY 2 is a Fourth Quarter 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the  

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library in the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that Disney PIXAR dvd 

release. 

 

9 of a possible 20 points                                                               ** of a possible ***** 

United States   1999   color   92 minutes   feature animation fantasy 

Walt Disney Pictures / PIXAR Animation Studios   Producers: Helene Plotkin, 

Karen Robert Jackson 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

              Direction: Lee Unkrich, Ash Brannon, John Lasseter 

0            Editing: Edie Blelman, David Ian Salter, Lee Unkrich 

1            Cinematography: Sharon Calahan 



1            Lighting: Jean-Claude Kalache 

2            Animation Supervision: Glenn McQueen 

0           Screenplay: Andrew Stanton, Rita Hsiao, Doug Chamberlin, Chris Webb 

              Original Story: John Lasseter, Pete Docter, Ash Brannon, Andrew Stanton 

              Story Supervision: Dan Jeup and Joe Ranft 

1            Music: Randy Newman 

              Songs: “You’ve Got a Friend in Me” and “When She Loved Me” 

1            Production Design: William Cone and Jim Pearson 

0            Sound Design: Gary Rydstrom , Tom Myers 

              Supervising Sound Editor: Michael Silvers 

              Sound Effects: Tony Eckert, Mary Helen Leasman, Susan Sanford,  

                                          Dennie Thorpe 

              Sound Recording: Frank “Pepe” Merel, Shannon Mills, Vince Caro 

              Sound Mixing: Doc Kane, Jurgen Scharpf, Kent Sparling 

2            Voice Acting 

1            Creativity 

9 total points 

 

Voices Cast: Tom Hanks (Woody), Tim Allen (Buzz Lightyear), Joan Cusack 

(Jessie the Cowgirl), David Ogden Stiers (Bullseye the Horse), Lee Ermey 

(Sergeant), Don Rickles (Mr. Potato Head), Jim Varney (Slinky Dog), 

Wallace Shawn (Rex the Dinosaur), Jim Ratzenberger (Hamm), Annie Potts 

(Bo Peep), Kelsey Grammer (Stinky Pete, the Old Prospector), Jodi Benson* 

(Barbie Tour Guide), Estelle Harris (Mrs. Potato Head), Wayne Knight 

(Big Al, Toy Collector), Laurie Metcalf (Mrs. Davis, Andy’s mom), John Morris (j) 

(Andy) 

 

     TOY STORY 2 is a 1999 sequel to TOY STORY. It uses the two lead characters 

from that film as well as several new ones to relate a conflict between 

adoration from a distance over time and active friendship in the present. Such 

an abstract choice of one over the other hardly seems an appropriate subject to 

engage child viewers. Picking between admiration from successive generations 

kept at a preservative distance and tactile immediate contact is certainly not a 



problem for any preteen. However, it masks the more difficult decision 

concerning whether future fame and glory is better than contemporary 

popularity, a theme appropriate for teens and adults. But not one relevant to 

children. 

     Tom Hanks voices the egotistical Woody character, who this time travels to 

his roots, a 1950s low-tech television western. Meeting fellow performers from 

the show, he’s confronted with the possibility of restoration as a museum piece 

on permanent display inside a case. The institution making that offer is located 

in Japan, indubitably a PIXAR homage to Studio Ghibli. So Woody would actually 

be abandoning his homeland if he accepts Stinky Pete’s proposal. Patriotism 

alone would seem to dictate remaining in the United States. Jingoism creeps in 

here, confusing international cooperation and home team loyalty. Scripters 

probably didn’t take the time to seriously consider secondary messages being 

communicated. 

     Making options simpler is a detestably egocentric elderly prospector who 

represents the picture’s villain. Stinky Pete, displaying no redeeming social 

values, is determined all characters from his old tv show should remain 

interminably encased in a kind of glass shrine. Moving to Japan for him 

constitutes a welcome change of scenery, an excuse to escape confines of his 

original, unopened box. Jessie the Cowgirl is willing to accompany him. Her 

previous child owner has outgrown and abandoned her.  

     Greedy collector Big Al has managed to also take possession of Woody’s 

horse as well, making a complete set once Woody joins the other three toys. A 

conveniently local yard sale at Andy’s residence allows him opportunity to 

toynap the missing cowboy, which he rapidly transports to his own messy 

apartment. 

     Under the leadership of Buzz Lightyear, Woody’s pal and former rival, a cadre 

of Andy Davis’s other toys sets out to retrieve a fellow lodger. Andy himself, 

sent off to summer camp, is unavailable to intervene. The bulk of the picture 

concerns efforts of these inorganic rescuers to retrieve their comrade and bring 

him back to Andy’s bedroom where he putatively belongs. 

     This conventional hero’s quest plot is spiced with comic interludes involving 

dodging urban traffic, a battle with obsessive exterminator Zorg, one perversely 



single-minded Buzz lookalike, and an ever-cheerful Barbie toyshop tour guide 

voiced by Jodi Benson. Woody’s horse Bullseye plays the trademark Disney cute 

animal, lovably loyal to rider as well as self-appointed peacemaker at Al’s.  

     For the most part, comic scenes work well. 

     The handling of drama is a different story. Swiping a father-son conflict 

subplot straight out of STAR WARS and creating a completely incredible 

character reversal for Stinky Pete shows neither originality nor inspiration. With 

an antagonist already in place, Big Al, there’s no need for a second one. Even 

worse, the anonymous Japanese purchaser of Al’s reunited toy set is depicted in 

a completely unsympathetic manner as meddling, soulless corporate investor, 

interested only in acquisition, completely devoid of any affection for nostalgic 

playthings. This could translate to American children as a typical Oriental 

characteristic. So much for the cause of international understanding. 

     Sound recording is subpar, with dialogue being lost due to overpowering 

sound effects in some scenes. Blurry action is also apparent much too often, 

reducing backdrops to smears and streaks. No wonder there are multiple end 

credits for layout artists and none for backgrounds. 

     Randy Newman’s music score settles for trying to be popular and familiar 

rather than unique and unforgettable. It qualifies as disposable, adding nothing 

to the atmosphere. 

     Only Woody actually develops and grows here, learning that making new 

friends doesn’t mean deserting old ones. If filmmakers had settled on that as 

their key point and skipped side issues, such as global recognition and primacy 

of present usefulness over future glory, TOY STORY 2 would have been much 

more artistically successful. 

     Among voicings, Don Rickles’ Mr. Potato Head and Jim Varney’s Slinky Dog 

deserve special citation for zest and individuation. Lee Ermey’s Sergeant is once 

again effectively imperious. 

      Far blander and less detailed than hand-drawn anime counterparts, design 

features lack elegance and specificity. They feel generic, underdeveloped, far 

less interesting to observe than characters in the foreground, despite attempts 

to integrate those elements into an entertaining, attractive whole. Too much 

flashy action yields plenty of eye candy and little offsetting protein. 



     A perceived need for nearly nonstop action causes editing to devolve into 

intermittent hyperdrive passages and sluggishly predictable dialogue focusing 

on how, when, who, and where. More difficult analysis of why is treated as a 

subject too complicated for young observers to understand.  

     Special features of this Disney dvd release are an introduction to TOY STORY 

3 characters, a mini-astronomy lesson very well done, three animated studio 

stories, and an overview of PIXAR’s own Zoetrope.  

     Okay viewing for families, TOY STORY 2 contains plenty of juvenile toilet 

humor.  

     Basically filler between two heavyweights, this movie lacks the originality 

and creativity of its predecessor. It likewise falls far short of the succeeding 

franchise installment in dramatic impact.  


